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with a certain straining of our meaning, as a limiting type of
jE. JPia ffirmuteJR^lj) u^L^lj-dp»^^^ ^ ^L«a
that^(i) is constant for all values of a; greater than
A (the minimum income) and is less than As
§ 4. All tax formulae, the excluded no less than the in-
cluded group, can be classed, so to speak, into families. Thus,
consider two formulae, R - $(x) and R -#«). These formulae
may be said to belong to the same family if, when m is any
constant, $(x) -mf>(x) for aU values of x. In other words,
two formulae belong to the same family when the revenue
raised under one of them is some (the same) multiple of that
raised under the other for all scales of income. Thus all.
proportionate taxes, whatever their rate, belong to the same
family; all poll-taxes, whatever their amount, belong to
the same family; all taxes represented by the equation
and so on belong to the
same family. On the other hand, all proportionate taxes belong
to different families from all progressive and from all regressive
taxes ; and, in general, any tax represented by the equation
R - iff(x) belongs to a different family from one represented by
R =4(z), except, as indicated above, when $(x) is equal to <£(#)
multiplied by some (the same) constant for all values of x.1
1 Some readers may find it convenient to develop this classification of
tax formulae further. We describe the members of one family by equations
'R=a\/iI(x), 'R=bi/fl(x) and so on; and members of another family by
R.=a^2(fc)» R=&^r2(ic) s^d so on J a^d we arrange our notation in such
wise that, for some one value of x, ^(x)t ^(x) and so on are all equal. The
choice of the value of x for which this equality shall prevail and of the values
which i/il(x) and so on shall then have is, of course, quite arbitrary. Let us
postulate, therefore, that, when x = 1000, i/r^x) and so on shall all be equal
to 10. This is convenient because it implies that, given this value of
x* ^^» zzjp. and so on = jqq : in other words, that the rate of tax is one per
cent. On this basis every possible tax formula can be expressed by an
equation of the form "R=mi/s(x), provided only that the formula imposes
some levy on incomes of £1000 : and for every possible tax formula the rate
of tax per cent imposed on incomes of £1000 is equal to m. If we name m
the tax constant and \ft(x) the tax function, all members of one family will
have the same tax function but different tax constants. To illustrate this
method of classification, let us write t for the rate per cent of any tax, so
that the formula B=mftg) is equivalent to J*"^)   or t^lM^&l'
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Then, for all taxes under which the levy made is proportionate to income,
$(x)	1
-£-=a constant = j^, so that t=m;  that is to say, the percentage rate of

